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An Efficient and Accurate Algorithm for Assigning Nuclear Overhauser Effect
Restraints Using a Rotamer Library Ensemble and Residual Dipolar Couplings

Lincong Wang∗ and Bruce Randall Donald∗,†,‡,§,¶

Abstract

Nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) distance restraints are
the main experimental data from protein nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy for computing a complete
three dimensional solution structure including sidechain
conformations. In general, NOE restraints must be assigned
before they can be used in a structure determination pro-
gram. NOE assignment is very time-consuming to do man-
ually, challenging to fully automate, and has become a key
bottleneck for high-throughput NMR structure determina-
tion. The difficulty in automated NOE assignment isambi-
guity: there can be tens of possible different assignments
for an NOE peak based solely on its chemical shifts. Pre-
vious automated NOE assignment approaches rely on an
ensemble of structures, computed from a subset of all the
NOEs, to iteratively filter ambiguous assignments. These
algorithms are heuristic in nature, provide no guarantees
on solution quality or running time, and are slow in prac-
tice. In this paper we present an accurate, efficient NOE
assignment algorithm. The algorithm first invokes the algo-
rithm in [30, 29] to compute an accurate backbone struc-
ture using only two backbone residual dipolar couplings
(RDCs) per residue. The algorithm then filters ambiguous
NOE assignments by merging an ensemble of intra-residue
vectors from a protein rotamer database, together with in-
ternuclear vectors from the computed backbone structure.
The protein rotamer database was built from ultra-high
resolution structures (<1.0 Å) in the Protein Data Bank
(PDB). The algorithm has been successfully applied to as-
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sign more than 1,700 NOE distance restraints with better
than 90% accuracy on the protein human ubiquitin using
real experimentally-recorded NMR data. The algorithm as-
signs these NOE restraints in less thanone secondon a
single-processor workstation.

1 Introduction 1

Among the biggest challenges of the post-genomic era
are the determination of functions for gene sequences and
the development of drugs using genomic information. For a
protein-coding gene sequence, the three-dimensional struc-
ture of the expressed protein is useful not only for learning
gene function, but also as the starting point for structure-
based drug design. Although several approaches exist for
ab initio prediction of protein backbone folds from a pri-
mary sequence [19], rarely do the predicted folds have bet-
ter than 5.0Å backbone RMSD from the experimentally-
determined structure [33]. Further,ab initio prediction of
an accurate complete structure with all the sidechain con-
formations, starting with a primary sequence, is still very
challenging at present. Accurate, high-resolution complete
structure can only be obtained through experimental tech-
niques, mainly, x-ray diffraction and nuclear magnetic res-
onance (NMR). However, structure determination by either
technique is, in general, very time-consuming. For x-ray,
the difficulty is to grow a good quality crystal while for
NMR, the bottleneck is NOE assignment and to a lesser
extent, resonance assignment. To compute a well-defined
structure, months of time may be required to manually as-
sign enough NOE distance restraints. Thus, the automa-

1Abbreviations used: NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance; RDC, resid-
ual dipolar coupling; NOE, nuclear Overhauser effect; NOESY, nu-
clear Overhauser effect spectroscopy; 2D, two-dimensional; 3D, three-
dimensional; DFS, depth-first search; RMSD, root mean square devia-
tion; POF, principal order frame; PDB, protein data bank; MD, molecular
dynamics; H-bond, hydrogen bond; NH, the internuclear vector between
amide nitrogen (N) and amide proton (H); SA, simulated annealing; MC,
Monte-Carlo; CH, the vector between Cα and Hα, H-D exchange exper-
iment; hydrogen-deuterium exchange experiment; FID, free-induction de-
cay.
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tion of NOE assignment is critical to high-throughput NMR
structure determination. However, previous automatic NOE
assignment algorithms rely on heuristic methods, require
very high quality input data, and consume many hours to
weeks of computation time. In this paper, we present an
efficient NOE assignment algorithm that is capable of cor-
rectly assigning more than 90% of all the NOE cross-peaks
in less thanone second. One novel feature of our algo-
rithm is the use of an ensemble of intra-residue vectors
between the backbone atoms and sidechain protons to re-
duce the ambiguity in the assignment of NOE restraints in-
volving sidechain protons, especially aliphatic protons. The
ensemble of intra-residue vectors was mined from a pro-
tein rotamer library database built from ultra-high resolu-
tion structures (< 1.0 Å) in the Protein Data Bank (PDB).
The algorithm has been demonstrated successfully using an
NOE cross-peak list picked from two different, real NOESY
spectra recorded on the protein human ubiquitin. Together
with our efficient algorithm for computing backbone struc-
ture using only 2 residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) per
residue [30, 29], we have developed an efficient protocol for
computing a complete NMR structure with all the sidechain
conformations starting fromresonance assignment. Since
each RDC data set can be acquired in less than one hour,
and RDC data can be assigned immediately given chemical
shift resonance assignment, our protocol should be impor-
tant for structural genomics. Our main contributions in this
paper are:

1. Rotamer ensemble-based techniques for assigning
NOEs involving sidechain protons.

2. The first provably-efficientalgorithm for assigning
both backbone and sidechain NOEs.

3. An implementation of our algorithm that is much faster
than existing NOE assignment algorithms.

4. Successful application of the algorithm to real biolog-
ical protein NMR spectra.

1.1 Organization of the paper

We begin, in section 2 with a statement of the NOE as-
signment problem. Section 3 describes existing heuristic
approaches for automatic NOE assignment. Section 4 de-
scribes our efficient algorithm. Section 5 presents the re-
sults of applying our algorithm to assign real, experimental
NOE cross-peaks picked from a 3-dimensional (3D)15N-
edited NOESY and a 3D13C-edited NOESY spectrum of
the protein human ubiquitin. We also present NMR solution
structures of ubiquitin computed from our automatically-
assigned NOE restraints, and discuss the significance of our
algorithm for structural genomics. Section 6 analyzes the
complexity of the algorithm and describes its performance
in practice.

2 NOE assignment problem

NOE distance restraints are the main input for NMR
structure determination, especially for the determination of
a complete structure with all the sidechain conformations.
An NOE restraint is computed from the intensity (or vol-
ume) of an NOE peak in an NMR spectrum. The dipole-
dipole interaction between two nuclei,a andb (e.g. two
protons), gives rise to the NOE peak. Appendix A con-
tains a more detailed description of NOE experiments. In
order to use these restraints as input, the identity of the
two interacting nuclei must be assigned: this is theNOE
assignment problem. In practice, an NMR structural biolo-
gist first assigns the chemical shift resonances of NMR ob-
servable nuclei (resonance assignment), then assigns NOE
peaks. Resonance assignment first groups together a set of
peaks (whose frequency coordinates arelabeled bychem-
ical shifts) belonging to the same amino acid from one or
more NMR spectra, then maps that set to a residue in the
protein sequence. Several automatic resonance assignment
algorithms [1, 20, 34, 2, 22, 21, 32] are available at present.
In contrast, inNOE assignment, one must map the two in-
teracting nuclei,a andb, to two or more specific nuclei in
the sequence. More than one pair of interacting nuclei may
produce a single NOE peak (this is calledpeak overlap) if
their chemical shift difference is too small to be resolved
by NMR experiments. Here, for ease of exposition, each
peak is labeled by three chemical shifts,cn, ca andcb, cor-
responding to 3D NMR experiments wherecn, ca and cb
are, respectively, the chemical shifts of an15N or 13C nu-
cleus, the proton attached to the15N or 13C nucleus, and the
second proton interacting through-space with the attached
proton. The difficulty of NOE assignment is mainly due
to chemical shift degeneracy, that is, except for rare cases,
there will be a set,Sa for protona, whose chemical shifts
fall into the intervalca±δc, whereδc is the error in chemical
shift. The same is true for protonb. Heteronuclear multi-
dimensional NMR experiments [5] such as 3D15N-edited
or 13C-edited NOESY are designed to keep the size of the
setSa small, usually one for most peaks and a few for other
remaining ones. However, the size ofSb can be quite large,
up to a few dozens. In general, the size ofSa andSb for
aliphatic protons is much larger than the size of these sets
for backbone protons. Furthermore, the size of both sets
increases rapidly with the size of the protein. Without res-
onance assignment, the identities of the elements in both
sets,Sa andSb, are unknown, and NOE assignment must
select (assign) the correct elements in both sets. With reso-
nance assignment, the identities ofSa’s elements are given,
and only the correct element or elements inSb need to be
assigned. In summary, due to peak overlap and chemical
shift degeneracy, for most NOE peaks, the chemical shifts
alone, do not provide enough information for a unique as-
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signment. For example, for a medium-sized protein with
about150 residues, less than10% of all the experimentally-
observed NOE peaks can typically be assigned based on
chemical shift alone. The percentage decreases rapidly with
the size of the protein but increases with the dimensional-
ity of NMR experiments. Increasing the dimensionality of
an NMR experiment will reduce the size of bothSa and
Sb. However, the addition of even one more dimension to
an NMR experiment will at least double the spectrometer
time.

3 Previous work

As stated in section 2, information in addition to chem-
ical shifts is, generally, required for assigning most NOE
peaks, especially the peaks involving aliphatic protons, even
with known resonance assignments. The resonance assign-
ment programs, Jigsaw [1] and NVR [20], are also capa-
ble of assigning the backbone NOEs. Except for Jigsaw
and NVR, all the previous formulations of the problem cast
the NOE assignment problem as a structure-determination
problem on-the-fly: they all start with an initial set of as-
signed NOE restraints (a fraction of the total number of
NOE restraints) to compute an ensemble of structures, and
then use the newly-computed ensemble to make more as-
signments. This assignment-structure-assignment process
(cycle) is repeated many times until certain criteria are sat-
isfied, for example, a target function has achieved a mini-
mum. These previous approaches rely on heuristic methods
such as simulated annealing (SA) and Monte-Carlo (MC)
search, and typically need many hours to weeks of com-
puter time. These approaches differ in whether resonance
assignment is given explicitly and how the initial set of NOE
restraints is generated, as described below.

Two approaches [10, 24] have been developed for NOE
assignment and structure determination without perform-
ing an explicit resonance assignment step.CLOUDS uses
a relaxation matrix analysis of NOE peaks to compute dis-
tance restraints from NOE peak volumes. An NOE restraint
computed by a relaxation matrix method is supposed to be
more accurate than that computed using the two-isolated
spin assumption (Appendix A).CLOUDS is bootstrapped
with three groups of protons (methyl, amide and other pro-
tons), distinguished from one another by line-shape analysis
and H-D exchange experiments.CLOUDS requires that both
Sa andSb are singletons. Further, a large number of anti-
distance constraints (ADCs) between backbone H

N
-H

N
and

H
N

-Hα proton pairs must be added. An ADC specifies that
the two nucleimustbe more than 5.0̊A apart in the struc-
ture, and is identified if the spectrum does not yield any
detectable NOESY peak. The above requirements are un-
realistic for NMR spectra recorded on a vast large majority
of proteins. CLOUDS relies on molecular dynamics (MD)

and SA to compute structures. Another approach [24], built
upon a structure prediction program, ROSETTA, has been
developed by Meiler and Baker. In this approach, the struc-
ture most consistent with the unassigned NOE restraints
is selected from an ensemble of structures predicted by
ROSETTA through MC search. For peaks from real NMR
spectra, it is often quite difficult to distinguish real weak
peaks from the noise peaks.CLOUDS does not handle the
noise peaks.

Robust NOE assignment approaches [25, 15, 16, 18] us-
ing real NOE data require rather complete resonance assign-
ment. Their performance depends critically on the accuracy
of the backbone fold from the first cycle of structure com-
putation, which in turn relies on the number and quality of
NOE restraints in the initial set.ARIA [25] bootstraps the
assignment-structure-assignment cycle with a fair amount
of manually-assigned NOE peaks (> 5 NOE restraints per
residue), where the structures are computed by the program
XPLOR/CNS [4] using MD/SA techniques. From these
NOEs a fairly accurate backbone fold (<3.0 Å backbone
RMSD to the final structure) could be computed. Thus,
ARIA has been used, principally, in combination with man-
ual NOE assignment to speed up structure determination
once a correct initial fold has been computed.

In CANDID [15], an initial set of NOE restraints are
first identified by chemical shifts, then the restraints are
ranked by network-anchoring and constraint-combination
techniques. Network-anchoring makes sure that individ-
ual NOE peaks in the set of assigned NOEs are weighted
by the extent to which they can be embedded into the net-
work formed by all other NOE assignments. Constraint-
combination can be viewed as a noise-reduction technique
to limit the deleterious impact of noise peaks on the ac-
curacy of the computed structures, particularly the struc-
tures computed from the initial set of NOE restraints. The
structures are computed by the programDYANA [11] us-
ing a MD/SA technique. Compared withARIA , CANDID

needs much less human intervention. However, it is still
not robust for assigning real NOE spectra since it requires
> 90% complete resonance assignments (corresponding to
87% complete side chain resonances), almost complete aro-
matic sidechain assignments, a low percentage of noise
peaks, and small chemical shift variations, that is, small er-
rors in chemical shifts with aδc ≤ 0.02 ppm for 2D and
≤ 0.03 ppm for 3D NOESY spectra. Note a smallerδc, in
general, greatly reduces the size of the setSb and thus in-
creases the size of initial NOE peak set. However, it can
be physically impractical to reduceδc, and in general, more
time is required to record a spectrum with a smallerδc.

In AUTO-STRUCTURE[16], in addition to the initial set
of NOE restraints assigned from chemical shift informa-
tion alone, the input to the first cycle of structure com-
putation requires identified secondary structures and re-
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straints for backbone dihedral angles generated from chem-
ical shifts by the programTALOS [6]. Secondary struc-
tures (including alignments betweenβ-strands) are identi-
fied by a combined pattern analysis of secondary-structure-
specific NOE contacts, chemical shifts, scalar coupling con-
stants, and slow H-D exchange experiments. Aided by
these additional data,AUTO-STRUCTURE has less strict
requirements on the quality of the NOE peak list than
CANDID. For example, it requires the resonance assign-
ment to be> 85% complete, compared to> 90% as de-
manded byCANDID. AUTO-STRUCTURE has been inter-
faced with MD/SA based-structure determination programs
DYANA and XPLOR/CNS.

Recently, Clore and coworkers presented a fault-tolerant
structure determination program,PASD [18], which is ca-
pable of computing a correct structure even with up to
80% incorrectlong-rangeNOE restraints in the initial NOE
peak list generated from an automatic peak-picking pro-
gram.PASD requires extensive NOE spectra including both
3D and 4D NOESY spectra, almost complete resonance as-
signments, a database-based pseudo-energy term, and rather
tight restraints for backbone dihedral angles generated from
the programTALOS. How tolerantPASD is to the incom-
pleteness of resonance assignment is unknown. Higher-
dimensional spectra reduce the sizes of bothSa andSb but
at least double the spectrometer time. All the above itera-
tive approaches are computationally intensive. In general,
many iterative cycles (at least 20, but up to 70 cycles) are
required since each cycle is only able to assign a small per-
centage of the NOE peaks. Furthermore, an ensemble of
structures, rather than a single structure, must be computed
by these MD/SA methods to sample enough of the search
space. These approaches are routinely run on large clusters
in order to assign enough NOE restraints to compute a well-
defined structure. Among them,PASD is the most compu-
tationally expensive approach: it is infeasible to runPASD

on a single-processor workstation. As stated above, what
makes these NOE assignment approaches expensive is their
reliance on using MD/SA for structure determination in a
tight inner cycle. The requirement of many cycles of struc-
ture computation makes these approaches rather inefficient
in practice.

4 An efficient algorithm for NOE assignment

Our algorithm begins with known resonance assign-
ments and an accurate backbone structure computed using
only 2 RDCs per residue. The efficient and accurate algo-
rithm for computing protein backbone structure using only
2 RDCs per residue has been described previously [30, 29].
We employ this structure determination algorithm as a first
stage, namely, given the RDC data, the algorithm in [30, 29]
is called as a subroutine to compute an accurate backbone

structure. This backbone structure, in turn, is used to boot-
strap the automated assignment of NOEs: the assignment
proceeds byfiltering the experimentally-measured NOEs
based on consistency with the backbone structure. In or-
der to fully understand our automatic assignment algorithm,
these details are given in Appendix C. We note that in prin-
ciple, another structure determination could have been used
in the place of [30]; however, it is the only prior algorithm
that can compute a complete protein backbone structurede
novousing only two RDCs per residue.

4.1 Assignment of backbone NOEs and computa-
tion of NOE restraints from peak intensity

The algorithm begins by performing the assignment of
backbone H

N
-H

N
and H

N
-Hα NOEs. As defined in sec-

tion 2, there are two sets,Sa andSb, associated with each
NOE peak. In heteronuclear, multidimensional NMR, the
setSa is usually small. In fact, all but a few peaks in the
ubiquitin heteronuclear single quantum correlation (HSQC)
spectrum are well-resolved. The setSa for a peak picked
from the 3D15N-edited NOESY spectrum is a singleton if
the corresponding HSQC peak is well-resolved. However,
even for ubiquitin NOEs involving only backbone protons
(backbone NOEs), the setSb may have up to 8 elements.
For a majority ofSb’s involving backbone protons, the cor-
rect element can be assigned by simply checking whether
such an NOE peak could be detected by comparing with
the calculated inter-proton distance,db, computed from the
backbone structure. The assignment ofbackbone NOEs
proceeds as follows:

1. Sort the list of all protons (1H) chemical shifts.
2. For every backbone NOE peak:

(a) Search through the sorted chemical shift list to select
all the protons that have chemical shifts in the interval
cb± δc, whereδc is the error in1H chemical shift, and
insert them into the setSb.

(b) For each element inSb, compute the expected inter-
proton distance,db, using the backbone structure. If
the distancedb > 6 Å, then the element is deleted.

(c) If only one element remains inSb, it is selected as the
correct assignment.

The resulting assigned unambiguous backbone NOE peaks
become the initial assigned NOE peak listSI . Next, the
algorithm best fits the intensities (I) of the assigned peaks,
S

I
to the corresponding distances,db, computed from the

backbone structure using the following function:

I = a1 +
a2

dp
b

(1)

wherea1, a2 and p are the best-fit parameters (Fig. 1A).
Eq. (1) is subsequently used to compute the NOE distance
dn from the intensity of unassigned peaks the algorithm will
process next. Please note that the empirical parameterp can
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differ from the ideal value of6 (see Eq. (5) of Appendix A)
due to protein dynamics in solution. Appendix A contains a
more detailed description of NOE experiments.

4.2 Intra-residue vectors between the Cβ nucleus
and sidechain protons

The protein backbone structure computed using
RDCs [30] has coordinates for only the backbone atoms:
N, H

N
, Cα, Cβ , C′, O and Hα; no coordinates for sidechain

protons are present, except for glycine where, instead
of Cβ we have proton Hα2 and instead of Hα we have
proton Hα1. To compute the possible positions of sidechain
protons other than Hβ , given the position for the atom
Cβ , we mine a small protein database consisting of 23
ultra-high resolution (<1.0 Å) X-ray structures containing
coordinates for protons (see Table 1). The idea is similar to
mining the PDB for a rotamer library. As is well known, the
sidechain conformation can be specified by dihedral angles
χ1, χ2, . . ., depending on the amino acid type. According
to physical chemistry, thestaggeredconformation for a
σ-bond between two carbons has the lowest conformation
energy, while theeclipsedhas the highest and thegauche
has an intermediate energy. Thus, each sidechain dihedral
angle has preferred values. Such preferences have been
confirmed experimentally and constitute the physical basis
for the protein sidechain rotamer library. We apply the
same insight to minevectorsbetween backbone nuclei and
sidechain protons from the PDB. We call these vectors
mined from the PDBrotamer ensemble-based intra-residue
vectors. The sidechain protons here mean the protons other
than H

N
, Hα, and Hβ . Given a backbone structure and

by exploiting the sidechain kinematics we can prove the
following:

Proposition 1 Given a backbone structure and the
sidechain dihedral anglesχ1, χ2, χ3 andχ4, let Hγi

, Hδi

and Hεi
be particular Hγ , Hδ, Hε protons (i = 1, 2, 3,

depending on the amino acid). Then the three vectors from
the atomCβ to the three respective sidechain protons,Hγi

,
Hδi andHεi , can be computed analytically by

vβγi
= p1(χ1, χ2)

vβδi
= p2(χ1, χ2, χ3)

vβεi
= p3(χ1, χ2, χ3, χ4), (2)

wherep1, p2 andp3 are vector-valued trigonometric poly-
nomials.

Below, the lengths of the three vectors will be denoted, re-
spectively, bydβγ , dβδ anddβε. From Proposition1 we can
easily prove the following (Fig. 2):

Corollary 1 Given the vector from the atomCβ to a
sidechain proton and the vectorv

Nβ
from the backbone

atom H
N

to the atomCβ , or the vectorv
αβ

from the atom
Hα to the atomCβ , the vectorv

NS
from the atom H

N
to a

sidechain proton (e.g.Hδ), or the vectorv
αS

from the atom
Hα to a sidechain proton can be computed by

v
NS

= v
Nβ

+ v
βδ
, v

αS
= v

αβ
+ v

βδ
(3)

The length of these vectors,r
N

= |v
NS
| and r

α
= |v

αS
|,

can be computed by the cosine law wherer2
N

and r2
α

are, respectively, trigonometric polynomial functions of the
χ1, χ2, . . . angles.

In our algorithm the above two vectors,v
Nβ

, andv
αβ

, are
computed directly from the backbone structure determined
by the algorithm in [30, 29]. Please note that it is not re-
quired that the two vectors,v

Nβ
andv

αβ
, are between intra-

residue atoms. The proofs of Proposition1 and Corollary1
are provided in Appendix B. According to Eq. (2), the pref-
erence for sidechain dihedral angles determines the prefer-
ence for the vectors,vβγ , vβδ andvβε. Thus, we mined the
PDB to determine their distributions (Table 1). For exam-
ple, Fig. 1B and 1C show, respectively, the distribution for
the distancedβδ between Cβ and Hδ1 or Hδ2 of a methylene
group, and the distribution for the distancedβε between Cβ
and Hε1 or Hε2 of a methylene group. We have two max-
ima for dβδ, and four major maxima fordβεs (Fig. 1B, 1C
and Table 1). For each individual maximum the distribu-
tion is rather tight and can be fit with a normal distribution.
The set of correspondingχ angles that give these maxima
can be found by searching through the discrete values for
the relevantχ angles as presented in a typical rotamer li-
brary [23, 8]. For example, the set of rotamer angles for the
sidechain of Arg residue has 31 elements where each ele-
ment is 4-tuple, (χ1, χ2, χ3, χ4). Among the 31 elements,
23 4-tuples have the intra-residue distancedβδ = 2.70 (Ta-
ble 1), while the other 8 4-tuples havedβδ = 3.35. The set
of χ angles found above can then be used to compute the
set of the vectors from the atomCβ to a sidechain proton
by Eq. (2). We denote such a finite set of vectors,v

NS
or

v
αS

, bySsc and denote the minimum and maximum length
of the vectors in the setSsc by, respectively,r

N,MIN
and

r
N,MAX

, andr
α,MIN

andr
α,MAX

.

4.3 The triangle relationship for filtering incor-
rect assignments for sidechain NOEs

As shown in Corollary1, the three vectorsv
NS
,v

Nβ

andv
βδ

form three sides of a triangle, wherev
Nβ

is com-
puted from the backbone structure andv

βδ
is mined from

the PDB rotamers. There are a finite set of vectorsv
βδ

for each sidechain proton. Consequently, there are a finite
set of vectorsv

NS
. These triangle relationships (Eq. 3) are

used in our algorithm to filter the assignment of NOE peaks
involving sidechain protons. The algorithm first computes
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Figure 1. (A) NOE calibration curve . The x-axis is the inter-proton distance computed from the backbone structure. The y-axis
is the backbone experimental HN -HN and HN -Hα NOE peak intensity, picked from the 3D15N-edited NOESY spectrum. 155
NOE restraints were used in the fitting.(B) and (C), distributions of distance between Cβ nucleus and sidechain protons. The
x-axis is the internuclear distance between Cβ and Hδ of leucine (B), or between Cβ and Hε of lysine (C).

H
N Cβ

Hδ

vNβ

vβδ

vNδ

Figure 2. The triangle relationship. The vectorvNβ is computed from the backbone structure,vβδ is a rotamer ensemble-based
intra-residue vector mined from the PDB, and the computed lengthdNδ of vNδ is compared with the NOE distance computed from
Eq. (1) to filter ambiguous NOE assignments.

Amino Acid Hγ (mean, variance) Hδ (mean, variance)(a) Hε (mean, variance)(b)

Arg 2.06, 0.03 2.70, 0.10; 3.35, 0.07
Ile 2.06, 0.03 2.75, 0.05; 3.37, 0.04
Leu 2.06, 0.02 2.69, 0.05; 3.34, 0.03
Lys 2.05, 0.02 2.70, 0.11; 3.32, 0.06 4.09, 0.11; 2.75, 0.08; 3.32, 0.06; 4.46, 0.06

Phe,Tyr, His 2.67, 0.05 4.55, 0.05

Table 1. Intra-residue distance between the Cβ nuclei and the sidechain protons.These distances are extracted from 23 ultra-
high resolution (≤1.0Å) X-ray structures with proton coordinates. Their PDB IDs are 3AL1, 1BXO, 1CEX, 1C75, 1GDQ, 1G66,
1GDN, 1GCI, 2FDN, 1HJ9, 1IXH, 1GQV, 1IC6, 2ERL, 1HJ8, 1JFB, 1EJG, 1RB9, 3PYP, 1FY5, 1GVK, 1KQP and 1LQT. (a) there
are 2 maxima in the distributions. (b) there are 2 or 4 maxima in the distributions. All the units are inÅ.
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the NOE distances,d
N

anddα, using Eq. (1) from, respec-
tively, the experimental NOE peaks picked from the 3D15N
NOESY spectrum and 3D13C NOESY spectrum. The al-
gorithm testsd

N
andd

α
to see whether they satisfy the con-

straints:

r
N,MIN

−Nr ≤ d
N
≤ r

N,MAX
+Nr

r
α,MIN

− αr ≤ dα ≤ r
α,MAX

+ αr (4)

whereNr andαr are, respectively, the NOE distance er-
ror bounds for 3D15N-edited NOESY peaks and 3D13C-
edited NOESY peaks. In addition, 3.0̊A is added to the
NOE distances computed from the peaks of methyl protons,
and 1.0Å is added to the NOE distances computed from
the peaks of methylene protons without stereo-specific as-
signment. The assignment ofsidechain NOEsproceeds as
follows:

1. Sort the list of all1H chemical shifts.
2. For every NOE peak:

(a) Search through the sorted chemical shift list to select
all the protons (1H) that have chemical shifts in the
intervalcb ± δc, whereδc is the error in1H chemical
shift and insert them into the setSb. SetS0 ← Sb.

(b) For every element inSb, if the computeddN or dα vi-
olates Eq. (4) then it is deleted fromSb. The remaining
element or elements are selected as the assignment for
the NOE peak.

(c) If Sb becomes empty after deleting all the incorrect
elements,

i. Then, for every element of the originalS0 com-
pute the differenced, whered = min(|dN −
rN,MIN + Nr|, |rN,MAX + Nr − dN |) or d =
min(|dα − rα,MIN +αr|, |rα,MAX +αr−dα |).
If d ≤ 2 Å, insert the element into a new setTb.

ii. If Tb is not empty, select the element with the
minimumd as the NOE assignment.

iii. If Tb is empty, discard the NOE peak and label it
as a noise peak.

5 Results and Discussion

To test our algorithm on real NMR data one must in gen-
eral record or obtain spectra from an15N- or 13C-labeled
protein sample. We were able to process a suite of real pro-
tein NMR spectra including two distinct NOESY spectra for
our tests. We now describe how our algorithm performed on
these data. We first describe the completely automated as-
signment, by our algorithm, of the 3D15N-edited NOESY
and13C-edited NOESY spectra of ubiquitin, followed by a
comparison of the complete structure we computed using
our automatically-assigned NOE peak lists vs. the X-ray
structure [28]. Appendix C contains details of the algorithm
for the computation of loops and turns using NH and CH
RDCs in a single medium, and Appendix D describes the
processing of NMR data starting from raw free-induction
decay (FID) data.

5.1 NOE restraint assignment

First, a peak-picking program in the packageNM-
RV IEW [17] was used to automatically pick all the NOE
peaks of both the 3D15N-edited and13C-edited NOESY
spectra after the spectra were properly referenced to the
2D 1H,15 N HSQC and 3D HCCH-TOCSY spectra. Next,
weak but well-resolved peaks were added manually, which
accounts for about14 of the total peaks. Finally, dupli-
cate peaks were merged. A peak is defined as adupli-
cate of another peak ifδF1 ≤ 0.01 ppm, δF2 ≤ 0.03
ppm andδF3 ≤ 0.05 ppm, whereF1 corresponds to the
direct-detected dimension (amide protons for15N NOESY
or aliphatic protons for13C NOESY),F2 to the indirect1H,
andF3 to the15N or 13C dimension. For backbone H

N
-H

N

peaks, the peak with stronger intensity is selected from the
two symmetric peaks. The errorδ

C
for 1H chemical shift in

the indirectly-detected dimension (F2) of both the15N and
13C NOESY spectra is set to be 0.04 ppm. The result of the
automated assignment is summarized in Table 2. Out of the
1153 NOE peaks picked from the 3D15N-edited NOESY
spectrum,1083 originate from backbone amide protons, the
remaining 50 are from the sidechain amide protons. Only
420 NOE peaks originating from the backbone Hα can be
picked from the13C-edited NOESY spectrum. We were
able to assign 1053 NOE peaks from the1083 peaks picked
from 15N-edited NOESY spectrum and 393 peaks from the
420 peaks picked from13C-edited NOESY spectrum. We
further divide the assigned NOE distance restraints into two
classes: sequential NOEs and medium/long-range NOEs
(Table 2). The number of assigned NOE distance restraints
is larger than the number of assigned peaks since it is pos-
sible that more than one NOE restraint could be assigned
to a single peak. It takes less thanone secondon a 2.4
GHz single-processor Linux workstation for our algorithm
to compute the assignments.

5.2 Structure computation using automatically-
assigned NOE restraints

To test the quality of the 1783 NOE restraints automati-
cally generated and assigned by our algorithm (Table 2), we
input these assigned distance restraints for ubiquitin to the
structure determination program XPLOR/CNS [4], together
with 12 hydrogen bonds. No RDC restraints were used.
The ranges for NOE restraints were set rather loosely: 1.80
Å–3.50 Å and 1.80Å–6.00 Å. The NMR structures were
computed using a hybrid distance-geometry and SA proto-
col [4]. After the first round of computation with XPLOR,
there were 163 restraints that had NOE violations larger
than 0.50Å in 50 structures out of a total of 70 computed
structures. However, none of the NOE violations was larger
than 2.50Å. After all these 163 restraints were deleted from
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Spectrum # of Peaks # of Assigned NOEs # of Sequential NOEs(a) # of Medium(b), long-range NOEs(c)
15N-NOESY 1083 1288 822 466
13C-NOESY 420 495 228 167

Table 2. The automatically assigned NOE restraints.(a) NOEs between residuei andi + 1, (b) NOEs between residuei and
i + j where1 < j < 4, and (c) NOEs between residuei andi + j wherej ≥ 4.

NMR Structures NMR vs. X-ray Structure

Figure 3. The NMR structures computed from the automatically-assigned NOEs.The left panel shows the 12 best NMR
structures with no NOE distance violation larger than 0.50Å. The sidechains were shown in blue while the backbone in magenta.
The right panel is the overlay of the NMR average structure (blue) with the 1.8Å x-ray structure (magenta) [28].

the NOE list, XPLOR was invoked for the second time to
compute the structures using the remaining 1620 NOE re-
straints and 12 hydrogen bonds. Twelve structures out of
70 total computed structures had no NOE violations larger
than 0.50Å. Thus, our NOE assignment algorithm has an
accuracy better than 90%. These 12 best NMR structures
(Fig. 3) can be overlayed with a pairwise RMSD of 1.18
± 0.16 Å for backbone atoms and a pairwise RMSD of
1.84± 0.19 Å for all heavy atoms. The accuracy of the
NMR structures computed using the automatically-assigned
NOEs from our algorithm is in the range of typical high- to
medium-resolution NMR structures. The average structure
computed from the best 12 structures has a 1.43Å back-
bone RMSD and 2.13̊A all heavy-atom RMSD from the
1.8Å ubiquitin X-ray structure [28].

6 Biological significance

In this paper we have demonstrated that by first comput-
ing a complete backbone structure using only NH and CH
RDCs in a single medium, a large number of NOE restraints
can be assigned automatically using rotamer ensemble-
based intra-residue vectors in combination with the back-
bone structure as an algorithmic filter. These automatically-
assigned NOE restraints can then be input to any standard
NMR structure determination algorithm to compute a high-
resolution complete structure with all the sidechain confor-

mations. Such a complete structure is not only very useful
for functional annotation of protein-coding gene sequence
but is also the starting point for rational drug design tar-
geting the protein. Furthermore, together with our efficient
algorithm for backbone structure computation [30, 29], we
obtain a fast protocol for computing complete NMR struc-
tures starting from resonance assignment. Our protocol is
much more efficient than all the previous approaches, thus
it should be important for structural genomics. Compared
with previous approaches for NOE automatic assignment
(section 3 of the main text) we expect that our algorithm to
be much more robust with respect to missing resonance as-
signments and noise NOE peaks. Our algorithm does not
rely on an initial fold computed from only a fraction of as-
signed NOE peaks. Our initial fold is computed exclusively
from RDC data, plus the few unambiguous NOEs that can
be identified readily from chemical shifts alone. Our new
algorithm should be general and can be applied to any set
of NMR spectra (or FIDs) of either proteins or nucleic acids
that include two RDCs per residue (resp. nucleotide) and
one or more NOE spectra.

7 Algorithmic complexity and practical per-
formance

The algorithm takesO(n log n) time to sort all the1H
chemical shifts wheren is the total number of protons in
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a protein, which is a constant times of the total number of
residues in the protein. The total number of NOE peaks
is O(n2) in the worst-case butO(n) in the average case.
It takes at mostO(log n) time to search for all protons
which have chemical shifts in the interval,cb ± δc, for
each peak. So the total complexity of NOE assignment is
O(n log n+n2 log n), that isO(n2 log n) since only one cy-
cle of NOE assignment suffices when a well-defined back-
bone structure is computed using [30, 29].
In practice, short turns can be computed in less than one
second on a 2.4 GHz single-processor Linux workstation
(Appendix C). The two loops connecting the helix to the
sheet can each be computed in less than 2 minutes. The
longest loop (Glu51–Lys63) can be computed in 5 min-
utes. In practice, it took less than one second to assign 1783
NOE restraints from the NOE peak list picked from both the
3D 15N-edited and13C-edited NOESY spectra. Compared
with all previous heuristic NOE assignment approaches, our
NOE assignment algorithm is the first provably-efficient
NOE assignment algorithm. As stated in section 3, what
makes the previous assignment approaches expensive is
their reliance on many cycles of structure determination to
filter ambiguous NOE assignments. In contrast, our algo-
rithm uses a rotamer library ensemble in combination with
a backbone structure to filter ambiguous NOE assignments.
In practice, our algorithm is also much more faster than
all the previous approaches. The complete NMR struc-
tures using our automatically-assigned NOE restraints can
be computed by XPLOR [4] in about 30 minutes. Taken
together, our entire protocol, starting from the backbone
structure determination [30, 29] using backbone resonance
assignment, backbone RDC data, to the final complete so-
lution structures with all the sidechain conformations, can
be completed in less than 2.5 hours on a single-processor
workstation, that is, at least 4 times faster than any previous
approach, which typically require many hours to weeks of
computational time.

8 Conclusion

NOE assignment is the bottleneck for high-throughput
structure determination by NMR. We have described a
provably-efficient, accurate algorithm for automated NOE
assignment. In contrast to previous NOE assignment ap-
proaches, which rely on many cycles of structure determi-
nation to iteratively filter ambiguous NOE assignments, our
algorithm uses rotamer ensemble-based internuclear vectors
mined from the PDB in combination with a backbone struc-
ture computed using only two RDCs per residue, to reduce
the ambiguity in assigning NOEs involving sidechain pro-
tons, especially aliphatic protons. More than 1,700 NOE re-
straints were automatically assigned by our algorithm from
two distinct, real 3D15N-edited and13C-edited NOESY

spectra of ubiquitin. An accurate complete structure with
all the sidechain conformations has been computed by us-
ing these automatically-assigned NOE restraints. Such a
complete structure is useful not only for functional anno-
tation of gene sequences, but is also the starting point for
drug design. Together with our efficient algorithm for back-
bone structure computation [30, 29], we have developed a
suite of efficient algorithms for computing complete NMR
structures of either proteins or nucleic acids starting from
resonance assignment. Our protocol is much more efficient
than all previous approaches, and thus should be important
for structural genomics.
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Appendix

AppendixA describes the principle of NOE experiments
and the source of errors in NOE experiments. In appendix
B we give proofs of Proposition1 and Corollary1 from
section 4.2. AppendixC presents algorithms for computing
loops and turns using two RDCs per residue measured in
a single medium and the results of applying these algo-
rithms to real experimental data. AppendixD presents the
processing of NMR spectra and chemical shift resonance
assignment.

A Principle of NOE experiments

Physically, the dipole-dipole interaction between two nu-
clei gives rise to an NOE peak whose intensity is a function
of the internuclear distance between the two nuclei. Under
the isolated-two spin approximation [27], the NOE peak in-
tensity or volume (in this paper, an NOE peak means an
NOE cross-peak, not a diagonal peak) between two nuclei
(e.g. protonsHa andHb) is directly proportional to the
cross-relaxation rate

σ(Ha ↔ Hb) =
γ2

H
γ2

H
~2

4r6ab

(
6J2(2ωH

)− J0(0)
)

(5)

whereγ
H

is the proton gyromagnetic ratio (a physical con-
stant),rab is the internuclear distance betweenHa andHb,
andJ2(2ωH

) andJ0(0) are, respectively, the spectral den-
sity functions at frequencies2ω

H
and0, which describe the

motion of the internuclear vector caused by the interaction
of the 2-spin system with its environment. However, there
exist thousands of protons in a macromolecule such as a
protein, which interact with one another through their inher-
ent magnetic dipoles. Thus, the measured intensity of each
individual NOE peak is really the result of a network of pro-
tons where every pair of protons interact with one another
as described by Eq. (5) [31, 9]. In principle, one could solve
a system of thousands of differential equations to compute
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cross-relaxation rates. In practice, this is unrealistic, be-
cause the initial conditions can not be well-specified in an
NOE experiment. Even if the cross-relaxation rates can
be computed, approximately, by a relaxation matrix anal-
ysis, it is very difficult to accurately measure the individ-
ual spectral density functions in Eq. (5). Consequently, to
extract distance restraints from an NOE peak, one usually
applies the isolated-two spin approximation and, further ig-
nores the spectral density functions. The impossibility of
accurately converting the NOE peak intensity into the inter-
nuclear distance restraint (rab in Eq. 5) makes both the NOE
automated assignment problem and the NMR structure de-
termination problem dramatically harder. For an approach
which uses previous structures to assign NOEs, the large
uncertainty in NOE peak intensity back-computed from a
structure will increase the number of possible assignments
for each peak. Conversely, the large uncertainty in dis-
tance restraints computed from NOE peak intensities makes
the conventional NMR structure-determination using NOEs
alone NP-hard [26, 3, 13, 14] .

B Intra-residue vectors between the Cβ nu-
cleus and sidechain protons

In this section we sketch a proof for Proposition1 and
Corollary1 stated in section 4.2 of the main text. We prove
both for the atoms withsp3 configuration. Propositions for
atoms withsp2 configuration can be proved similarly.

Proposition 1 Given a backbone structure and the
sidechain dihedral anglesχ1, χ2, χ3 andχ4, let Hγi

, Hδi

andHεi
be particularHγ , Hδ, Hε protons (i = 1, 2, 3, de-

pending on the amino acid). Then the three vectors from the
atomCβ to the three respective sidechain protons,Hγi , Hδi

andHεi , can be computed analytically by

vβγi
= p1(χ1, χ2)

vβδi
= p2(χ1, χ2, χ3)

vβεi
= p3(χ1, χ2, χ3, χ4), (6)

wherep1, p2 andp3 are vector-valued trigonometric poly-
nomials.
Below, the lengths of these three vectors will be denoted,
respectively, bydβγ , dβδ anddβε.

Proof. In the following, bold letters denote a vector
(column vector) or a matrix. Let the matrixMβ be the
rotation matrix between a coordinate frame defined in the
peptide plane and a frame defined in the plane specified
by the three atoms, N, Cα and Cβ , with the +Y axis in the
NCα direction, +Z axis in the plane and +X axis defined
by right-handedness. Thesp3 atom Cβ can be viewed
as thecenterof a tetrahedron with Cα as thetop vertex,

and Cγ , Hβ1 , Hβ2 as thebottom three vertices,v1, v2
and v3. This tetrahedron is connected to other atoms
through the backbone amide atom (N), which we call a
connector(Fig. 4). The shape and pose of the tetrahedron
are completely specified by three plane angles,θp1 , θp2 and
θp3 , three dihedral anglesχ1, θd2 andθd3 , and four lengths,
L

T
, L1, L2 andL3. The plane anglesθp1 , θp2 andθp3 are

the angles between the vector from thetop to thecenterand
the three vectors from thecenterto, respectively, the three
bottom verticesv1, v2 and v3. The dihedral angleχ1 is
between the plane specified by the three atoms,connector,
top andcenterand the plane specified by the three atoms,
top, centerand v1. The two dihedral anglesθd2 and θd3

are, respectively, between the plane specified by the three
atoms,top, centerandv1, and the planes specified by the
three atoms,top, centerand v2 and the three atoms,top,
centerandv3. The four lengths,L

T
, L1, L2 andL3 are,

respectively, the lengths between theconnectorand thetop,
the top andv1, the top andv2, and thetop andv3. Except
for the dihedral angleχ1, all the other angles and all the
lengths are constants for the standardsp3 configuration.

Givenχ1 and the position vector of the atom Cβ (center),
Cβ , we can compute the vectors of the three bottom atoms,
Cγ , Hβ1 andHβ2 and the rotation matrix,Mγ , to the plane
specified by the three atoms Cα, Cβ and Cγ (with the +Y
axis in the CαCβ direction and +Z axis in the plane) by

Cγ = Cβ + Mγ(0, L1, 0)T

Hβ1 = Cβ + MβR−1
y(χ1 + θd2)R

−1
x(θp2)(0, L2, 0)T

Hβ2 = Cβ + MβR−1
y(χ1 + θd3)R

−1
x(θp3)(0, L3, 0)T

Mγ = MβR−1
y(χ1)R−1

x(θp1), (7)

where

Rx(θ) =

 1 0 0
0 cos θ sin θ
0 − sin θ cos θ



Ry(θ) =

 cos θ 0 − sin θ
0 1 0

sin θ 0 cos θ



Rz(θ) =

 cos θ sin θ 0
− sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1


and(0, L1, 0)T etc. denotes a column vector. Similarly, we
can view thesp3 atom Cγ as thecenterof a new tetrahedron
with Cβ as thetop vertex, and Cδ, Hγ1, Hγ2 as thebottom
three vertices. This tetrahedron is connected to other atoms
through the backbone atom Cα. Thus, givenχ2 and the
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Connector (N)

Center (Cβ)

v3 (Hβ2 )

v1 (Cγ)

v2 (Hβ1)

Top (Cα)

LT

L2

L1

L3

χ

Figure 4. The sp3 configuration. An sp3 configuration with the atom Cβ as thecenter, amide atom N as theconnector, atom Cα

as thetopand the three atoms, Cγ , Hβ1 , Hβ2 , as thebottomthree vertices,v1, v2 andv3. LT , L1, L2 andL3 are lengths.

vector of the atom Cγ (center), Cγ , we have the same equa-
tions,mutatis mutandis, to compute the vectors of the three
bottom atoms,Cδ, Hγ1 andHγ2 and the rotation matrix,
Mδ, to the plane specified by the three atoms, Cβ , Cγ and
Cδ (with the +Y axis in the CβCγ direction and +Z axis in
the plane) by

Cδ = Cγ + MγR−1
y(χ2)R−1

x(θp1)(0, L1, 0)T

Hγ1 = Cγ + MγR−1
y(χ2 + θd2)R

−1
x(θp2)(0, L2, 0)T

Hγ2 = Cγ + MγR−1
y(χ2 + θd3)R

−1
x(θp3)(0, L3, 0)T

Mδ = MγR−1
y(χ2)R−1

x(θp1). (8)

We have derived similar equations for thesp3 atom Cδ with
Cγ as thetop vertex, and Cε, Hδ1 , Hδ2 as thebottomthree
vertices and Cβ as theconnector. Thus, givenχ3 and the
vector for the atom Cδ (center), Cδ, we can compute the
vectors of the three bottom atoms,Cε, Hδ1 andHδ2 and
the rotation matrix,Mε, to the plane specified by the three
atoms, Cγ , Cδ and Cε (with the +Y axis in the CγCδ direc-
tion and +Z axis in the plane) by

Cε = Cδ + MδR−1
y(χ3)R−1

x(θp1)(0, L1, 0)T

Hδ1 = Cδ + MδR−1
y(χ3 + θd2)R

−1
x(θp2)(0, L2, 0)T

Hδ2 = Cδ + MδR−1
y(χ3 + θd3)R

−1
x(θp3)(0, L3, 0)T

Mε = MδR−1
y(χ3)R−1

x(θp1). (9)

Substituting the expressions forCγ andMγ of Eq. (7) into
Eq. (8) we can compute the two vectors,vβγ1 andvβγ2 ,
from the atomCβ to the twoHγ atoms,

vβγ1 = MβR−1
y(χ1)R−1

x(θp1)(0, L1, 0)T

+MβR−1
y(χ1)R−1

x(θp1)R
−1

y(χ2 + θd2)
R−1

x(θp2)(0, L2, 0)T

vβγ2 = MβR−1
y(χ1)R−1

x(θp1)(0, L1, 0)T

+MβR−1
y(χ1)R−1

x(θp1)R
−1

y(χ2 + θd3)
R−1

x(θp3)(0, L3, 0)T . (10)

Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (8), then Eq. (8) into Eq. (9),
we can compute the two vectors,vβδ1 andvβδ2 , from the
atomCβ to the twoHδ atoms,

vβδ1 = MβR−1
y(χ1)R−1

x(θp1)(0, L1, 0)T

+MβR−1
y(χ1)R−1

x(θp1)R
−1

y(χ2)
R−1

x(θp1)(0, L1, 0)T

+MβR−1
y(χ1)R−1

x(θp1)R
−1

y(χ2)
R−1

x(θp1)R
−1

y(χ3 + θd2)R
−1

x(θp2)(0, L2, 0)T

vβδ2 = MβR−1
y(χ1)R−1

x(θp1)(0, L1, 0)T

+MβR−1
y(χ1)R−1

x(θp1)R
−1

y(χ2)
R−1

x(θp1)(0, L1, 0)T

+MβR−1
y(χ1)R−1

x(θp1)R
−1

y(χ2)
R−1

x(θp1)R
−1

y(χ3 + θd3)R
−1

x(θp3)(0, L3, 0)T .

(11)

Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) show that the functionsp1 andp2 are
trigonometric polynomials in theχ1, χ2, χ3 angles. Similar
trigonometric polynomials of theχ1, χ2, χ3 andχ4 angles
can be derived for the two vectors,vβε1 andvβε2 , that is,
the functionp3 is also a trigonometric polynomial in the
χ1, χ2, χ3, χ4 angles.
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As a corollary of the above proposition we can easily prove
that

Corollary 1 Given the vector from the atomCβ to a
sidechain proton and the vectorv

Nβ
from the backbone

atom H
N

to the atomCβ , or the vectorv
αβ

from the atom
Hα to the atomCβ , the vectorv

NS
from the atom H

N
to a

sidechain proton (e.g.Hδ), or the vectorv
αS

from the atom
Hα to a sidechain proton can be computed by

v
NS

= v
Nβ

+ v
βδ
, v

αS
= v

αβ
+ v

βδ
. (12)

The length of these vectors,r
N

= |v
NS
| and r

α
= |v

αS
|,

can be computed by the cosine law wherer2
N

and r2
α

are, respectively, trigonometric polynomial functions of the
χ1, χ2, . . . angles.

Proof. The rotation matrixMβ defined in the proof of
Proposition1 can be computed from the backbone dihedral
angleφ,

Mβ = R−1
x(θ1)R−1

y(φ)R−1
y(θβ1)R

−1
x(θβ2), (13)

where the anglesθ1, β1 andβ2 are known from standard
protein backbone geometry [30]. Given the protein back-
bone structure, the vectorv

Nβ
from the backbone atomHN

or the vectorv
αβ

from the Hα to the atomCβ is there-
fore known. As shown in Proposition1, the vectorsv

βγ
,

v
βδ

andv
βε

are trigonometric polynomials in theχ angles.
Thus, the vector from the atomHN or Hα to a sidechain
proton can be computed as the addition of two vectors such
asv

NS
= v

Nβ
+ v

βδ
(Fig. 2 of the main text).

C Algorithm for the computation of loops
and turns

We employ the backbone structure-determination algo-
rithm in [30, 29] as a first stage, namely, given the RDC
data, the algorithms in [30, 29] are called as a subroutine
to compute an accurate backbone structure. This backbone
structure, in turn, is then used to boot-strap the automated
assignment of NOEs: the assignment proceeds byfiltering
the experimentally-measured NOEs based on consistency
with the structure. For the purposes of computing an initial
structure for automated NOE assignment, the method by
which we compute loops and turns is somewhat different
from the algorithms in [30, 29]. In order to fully understand
our automated assignment algorithm, these details are
given here.

The algorithm for turns and loops is built upon the fol-
lowing two propositions:

Proposition 2 Given the orientation of peptide planesi
andi+2 in a principal order frame (POF) of RDCs and the

backbone dihedral angleφi, the backbone dihedral angles
ψi, φi+1 andψi+1 can be computed exactly and in constant
time.

Proposition 3 Given the orientation and position of pep-
tide planesi andi+ 3 in a POF of RDCs, the six backbone
dihedral angles,φi, ψi, φi+1, ψi+1, φi+2 andψi+2 can be
computed exactly and in constant time.

For ease of exposition, we use the following example to il-
lustrate our algorithm, which is itself completely general.
Suppose a helix is linked to a sheet by two loops, loop1
(connecting the C-terminal of strand A of the sheet to the N-
terminal of the helix) and loop2 (connecting the C-terminal
of the helix to the N-terminal of strand B of the sheet).

1. Start with the C-terminal of strand A, use a depth-first
search (DFS) as described in [30] to compute all the
loop1 conformations consistent with the orientation of
the first peptide plane of the N-terminal of the he-
lix (Proposition2) and without steric clash with other
backbone atoms.

2. Translate the helix by overlaying the N (amide) atom
of the first residue of the helix with the position for the
same N atom which is newly-computed in step 1.

3. Compute the distance,d
CC

between the Cα atom of the
C-terminal residue of the newly positioned helix and
the Cα atom of the N-terminal residue of strand B and
prune the loop1 conformation ifd

CC
> d

MAX
(i, i+j)

(see below).
4. Start with the C-terminal of the newly-positioned he-

lix, use a DFS as described in [30] to compute all the
loop2 conformations consistent with thefixedfirst pep-
tide plane of the N-terminal of strand B (Proposition3)
and without steric clash with other backbone atoms.

5. Compute the distanced
CC

between the newly-
computed Cα atom of loop2 and the Cα atom of the
N-terminal residue of strand B and prune the loop2
conformation ifd

CC
> d

MAX
(i, i+ j) (see below).

The distance,d
MAX

(i, i + j), is the maximum possible
distance between the Cα atoms of the two residuesi and
i + j. Given the standard protein backbone geometry [30,
p. 234] and the offsetj, d

MAX
(i, i+ j) is a constant. From

all the computed conformations for loop1 and loop2 we
select a best conformation that has the smallest RMSDs
between the experimental RDCs of the residues in loop1
and loop2, and the corresponding RDCs back-computed
from the loop conformations using the alignment tensor for
the backbone structure.

We have successfully applied our algorithm to compute
the turns and loops for the protein human ubiquitin using
NH and CH RDCs in a single medium. Two short turns,
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NMR spectrum Information Content
2D 1H, 15N HSQC Correlation of intra-residue amide proton1H and nitrogen15N

3D HNCA Correlation of intra-residue and inter-residue1H, 15N, 13Cα

3D HNCO Correlation of intra-residue1H, 15N, 13C’
3D HNCACB Correlation of intra-residue and inter-residue1H, 15N, 13Cα, 13Cβ

3D HN(CO)CA Correlation of inter-residue1H, 15N, 13Cα

3D HN(CA)CO Correlation of inter-residue1H, 15N, 13C’
3D HCCH-TOCSY Correlation of intra-residue sidechain13C and the bonded aliphatic protons (1H)

Table 3. NMR spectra used for resonance assignment.Two sets (7ms and 18ms mixing time, respectively) of 3D HCCH-
TOCSY spectra were used for sidechain assignment, while all the other spectra were used for backbone resonance assignment.

Leu8–Gly10 and Gly47–Lys48, could be computed without
using any experimental RDCs, since they are less than 3
residues long (Proposition3). The two loops, Glu18–Thr22
and Gly35–Glu41, connecting the helix (Leu23–Glu34) to
the single sheet (consisting of five strands), can also be com-
puted using only NH and CH RDCs in a single medium.
The conformations of these two loops determine the rela-
tive position between the helix and sheet. The most diffi-
cult problem is the computation of the long loop, Glu51–
Lys63, connecting twoβ-strands in the sheet. Two long-
range backbone NOE distances, H

N
(Thr22)↔H

N
(Thr55)

and H
N

(Ile23)↔Hα(Leu56), automatically-assigned based
on chemical shift alone (Section 4.1) are required for im-
proving the accuracy of the conformation. The complete
backbone structure computed by our algorithm has a 1.45
Å backbone RMSD from the corresponding X-ray back-
bone structure (PDB ID 1UBQ) [28].

D Processing of NMR data and Resonance
Assignment

All the raw NMR FIDs and the acquisition parameters
for ubiquitin were obtained from the Driscoll lab [12].
The NMR data used for resonance assignment have been
summarized in Table 3. All the spectra were processed
with the program NMRPIPE [7]. We briefly describe the
processing of NMR data for the resonance assignment. The
2D 1H, 15N HSQC spectrum was processed by applying a
Gaussian window function1H (F2) dimension and a shifted
sine-bell function in the15N (F1) dimension. The HSQC
data set was zero filled to 2048× 512 real points. The
triple resonance spectra (3D HNCA, 3D HNCO, 3D HN-
CACB, 3D HN(CO)CA, HN(CA)CO) used for backbone
assignments were processed by applying a sine-bell or a
shifted sine-bell function in each dimension. In general, the
data sets were zero-filled to 2048× 256× 128 real points.
The two 3D HCCHH-TOCSY spectra of 7ms and 18ms
mixing time, used for sidechain resonance assignment,
were processed by applying a Gaussian window function
to the1H (F3) dimension and a shifted sine-bell function in
the F1 and F2 dimensions. The two HCCH-TOCSY data

sets were zero-filled to 1024× 512× 256 real points. Both
the 3D 15N-edited NOESY spectrum and 3D13C-edited
NOESY were processed by applying a Gaussian window
function1H (F3) dimension and a shifted sine-bell function
in the F1 (1H) and F2 (15N or 13C) dimensions. The two
NOESY data sets were zero-filled to 2048× 512× 128
real points.

In general, the peaks were picked by an automatic peak-
picking program [17] and subsequently edited manually.
The backbone and sidechain resonance assignments fol-
lowed the manual or semi-automatic procedure described
in [5, chapter 8]. Except for the three residues, Met1, Asn24
and Gly53, we were able to assign the backbone resonances
of all the remaining residues from Gln2 to Leu71, and as-
sign more than 98% of the sidechain resonances (excluding
the above three residues). The C-terminal five residues of
ubiquitin are very flexible in solution, so none of their reso-
nances have been assigned.
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